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News and Notes
A New Bridge for the Nineteen-Mile Brook Trail
The Appalachian Mountain Club’s White Mountain trail crew finished
construction in fall 2015 on a 40-foot bridge on the Nineteen-Mile Brook
Trail. This bridge is the culmination of four years of planning and fundraising, following Tropical Storm Irene’s destruction. As documented in
Appalachia (Winter/Spring 2012, 63 no. 1), Irene destroyed or blocked access
to trails and roads in the White Mountain National Forest. These included at
least seventeen other trails, and at least four roads, including the Kancamagus
Highway.
Although this project was, in some ways, just a bridge, it was also a very
complex project involving many different partners. Previously maintained
by the WMNF, the trail came under AMC management in 2012. Following
Irene, the National Forest Foundation initiated a fund-raising campaign to
steward affected areas in the WMNF. For all these reasons, the result was an
engineered design by the U.S. Forest Service, funding was through the NFF,
and work was carried out by the AMC.

The completed bridge on the Nineteen-Mile Brook Trail.
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The final design for the bridge was impressive, and its execution required
a full season of commitment from the trail crew. The abutments were constructed in the summer in a month, and with the 1,400-pound, 40-foot glulam
(“glued and laminated”) stringers pre-engineered, the crew’s work needed to
be precise. The wood for the beams came from Minnesota, where they were
fabricated (Minnesota is the nearest location for those types of beams). In
September, a helicopter lowered the beams into exact position. See a video of
the construction at outdoors.org/trailcrew.
—Sally Manikian
News and Notes Editor

An Adventurer Reflects on the Great Maine Outdoor Weekend
Four years ago, the Appalachian Mountain Club began coordinating a
biannual offering of outdoor activities all over Maine. In this role, we have
the benefit of working directly with event organizers and collecting their
post-event reports, anecdotes, and pictures. Weather is always a factor in our
success. During the four years, nature has generally been on our side. We’ve
had some stunning autumn weekends and incredible snow conditions for
our winter events. But we’ve also had what is affectionately known as the
“Great Rain Outdoor Weekend” and crazy nor’easters that generated perfect
snowy conditions but effectively eliminated the possibility of folks leaving
their houses. For the February 2014 weekend, I dragged two friends on an
AMC Maine Chapter “Intro to Winter Camping” in Camden Hills State
Park. We woke up on Sunday morning to a fresh blanket of snow outside our
lean-to. The view was breathtaking. The hike out was challenging. So was the
shoveling when we got back to the cars in the parking lot.
	One of my favorite Great Maine Outdoor Weekend memories is from
September 2013. My friend had just gotten a new mountain bike and wanted
to try it out on some challenging single-track trails. He brought me his old
bike to ride, and we ventured out to Bethel to a group ride organized by
Mahoosuc Pathways on one of its brand-new trails. I was by far the most
novice rider in the group, less experienced than even the 8-year-old, Dante,
who made flying downhill over roots and rocks look easy. The group was very
patient and waited for me at all major intersections, but my sense of direction is pretty weak, and I (not surprisingly) briefly got lost after walking my
bike down a crazy steep downhill. Fortunately, it didn’t take me very long to
find my way back to the group, and we wrapped up the ride with lunch and
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beverages at the Sunday River Brew Pub. It was really great to get a chance
to talk with the trail volunteers and other riders about all of the community
effort going into recreational opportunities in Bethel—and to check out one
of the local hangouts. Dante got a special ice cream sundae as a reward for
his hard riding—and made sure to remind me (with chocolate sauce dripping
down his chin) that he didn’t get lost!
	Some of my other favorite GMOW adventures have included
bushwhacking through a geocaching course with the Harpswell Heritage
Land Trust (oddly enough, the other families who participated stuck to the
trails and managed to find all the waypoints much faster than my team!), an
epic four-plus-hour snowshoe tour of The Nature Conservancy’s gorgeous
Basin Preserve in Phippsburg (we slogged through two feet of snow), and a
sunset stand-up paddleboard tour with Portland Paddle in Casco Bay.
	If you would like to join the fun, watch for the next adventure on the
schedule at greatmaineoutdoorweekend.org. Happy adventuring.
—Kaitlyn Bernard

Exploring the Bay Circuit Trail
When I thought about “exploring” in the Boston area, it never involved
nature. I lived in Boston and its suburbs for six years, and I felt I knew it
pretty well. I knew it was the concrete jungle and to get to the wilderness
I loved, I would have to escape back to my home in New Hampshire. So,
I was intrigued when I was job hunting and came across the position title,
“Community Engagement Coordinator, Bay Circuit Trail, Boston.” I was
working on an Appalachian Mountain Club trail crew in the Berkshires of
Western Massachusetts at the time, but I would be returning to Boston to
live. In September 2014, I left the woods of the Berkshires to start my new
position for AmeriCorps, which was working with the AMC (stewards of
the Bay Circuit Trail). In eleven months, I served more than 1,700 hours
with Mass-LIFT AmeriCorps, which works to build regional conservation
organizations. I was most intrigued to learn, after previously living six years
in Boston, where this trail is.
My experiences with trails were fostered through a life of growing up in
New Hampshire; climbing Mount Monadnock, visiting the White Mountain
National Forest, embarking on my quest to hike all 48 peaks above 4,000
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feet in the Whites. I was coming off a season of leading teen volunteers in
trail work, where I lived in a tent and commuted to work by foot. I couldn’t
imagine what kind of trail I would be supporting in the greater Boston area.
	In my new position, I managed six projects. My first task was to simply
get to know the trail and the people that supported it. It wasn’t that simple, though, because I quickly learned that this 230-plus-mile trail has had
hundreds of people connected to it over its long history. Visit the website,
and you will see a list of the 41 member organizations of the Bay Circuit
Alliance. There are 37 cooperating towns with regional representatives that
focus on bettering the trail through their sections. I saw the dedication of
all of these people over the months at conservation committee meetings at
8 p.m. weekday nights after people had already worked a full day, at volunteer
work days, in passionate discussions of whether to deceive the ever-present
beavers flooding the trail or just relocate the section altogether.
	One particular volunteer workday comes to mind—the last one of 2014.
It was November 1, just barely 40 degrees, and pouring rain. I looked around
at the group who decided they would rather go brush out a mile of trail and
install new signage on their Saturday than sit comfortably under a warm
blanket on the couch. I remember thinking, Thank goodness for these people
because if it were up to me I honestly would not have chosen this. Don’t
get me wrong, I love trail work and volunteers, but there’s something soulsucking about cold, wet work gloves.
	I also got to know the trail itself. I spent many hours walking it through
towns I had never visited before, such as Newbury, Lowell, Andover, Concord, Sharon, the Bridgewaters, and more. It took me to places I always swore
I would see but hadn’t yet, such as the historic Walden Pond, and to places
I never would have gone on my own, such as downtown Lowell. The biggest surprise to me was finding peace, wilderness, and adventure in places far
closer than the White Mountains. The Bay Circuit expanded my definition
of a trail, one that wasn’t just a path in the woods but a connection between
unique, interesting places that may include some road walks here and there.
To me, the most important part of the trail is the people who support
it. I may be biased, considering I am one of those people who builds and
maintains trails. But to me, this trail is an amazing opportunity for people to
access recreation and the outdoors, and it wouldn’t be possible without the
energetic, unwavering, and everlasting support of all of the hands that helped
make it and of the ones that maintain it for all to enjoy.
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This ax, which the Appalachian Mountain Club’s trail crew retired in 1960, now carries
names of those honored for profound service to the crew. ROBERT WATTS

For more on the Bay Circuit Trail, including nineteen of its best hikes,
paddles, pedals, and more, see the May/June 2016 cover story of AMC Outdoors, the magazine of the Appalachian Mountain Club, or visit outdoors.
org/bctbests.
—Molly Higgins

Posthumous Trail Award for Governor Sherman Adams
Former New Hampshire Governor Sherman Adams, who died in 1986, was
the recipient of the 2015 Golden Axe Award, awarded by the Appalachian
Mountain Club and the Trail Crew Association (TCA). Governor Adams was
the first trail master of the AMC trail crew in 1919 and 1920. In a November 7,
2015, ceremony, three of his grandchildren were on hand to receive the award
in his honor at the annual TCA gathering at Pinkham Notch Visitor Center.
The Golden Axe Award was established in 2014 to honor an individual
who had made a profound impact on AMC’s trail crew. The first recipients
were Joe and Sally May. Joe was the supervisor of trails from 1961 to 1971.
The golden ax itself, after which the award is named, was used by the trail
crew in the 1940s and 1950s and retired in 1960. The ax, and the names of the
individuals honored, can be found in the Pinkham Notch Visitor Center.
—Sally Manikian
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“I started reading Appalachia for the accident reports, but I kept
reading for the great features.” — Mohamed Ellozy, subscriber
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